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A critical volume for the homeschooling community that helps parents make informed choices
regarding learning styles and curriculum
Is your child getting lost in the system, becoming bored, losing his or her natural eagerness to
learn? If so, it may be time to take charge of your child’s education—by doing it yourself. The
Well-Trained Mind will instruct you, step by step, on how to give your child an academically
rigorous, comprehensive education from preschool through high school—one that will train him
or her to read, to think, to understand, to be well-rounded and curious about learning. Veteran
home educators Susan Wise Bauer and Jessie Wise outline the classical pattern of education
called the trivium, which organizes learning around the maturing capacity of the child’s mind
and comprises three stages: the elementary school “grammar stage,” when the building
blocks of information are absorbed through memorization and rules; the middle school “logic
stage,” in which the student begins to think more analytically; and the high-school “rhetoric
stage,” where the student learns to write and speak with force and originality. Using this theory
as your model, you’ll be able to instruct your child—whether full-time or as a supplement to
classroom education—in all levels of reading, writing, history, geography, mathematics, science,
foreign languages, rhetoric, logic, art, and music, regardless of your own aptitude in those
subjects. Thousands of parents and teachers have already used the detailed book lists and
methods described in The Well-Trained Mind to create a truly superior education for the
children in their care. This extensively revised fourth edition contains completely updated
curricula and book lists, links to an entirely new set of online resources, new material on
teaching children with learning challenges, cutting-edge math and sciences recommendations,
answers to common questions about home education, and advice on practical matters such as
standardized testing, working with your local school board, designing a high-school program,
preparing transcripts, and applying to colleges. You do have control over what and how your
child learns. The Well-Trained Mind will give you the tools you’ll need to teach your child with
confidence and success.
Introduces basic topics in algebra, continues the study of geometry concepts begun in Algebra
1/2, and teaches the fundamental aspects of problem solving.

This volume focuses on the formulas of quantum mechanics rather than on
applications. Topics include the dual nature of matter and radiation, state
functions, linear momentum, motion of a free particle, and more. 1968 edition.
For years, Christian math books have looked basically like secular textbooks,
with the addition of a Bible verse here or there. Here, at last, is a book to help
you transform your math class and show your child God’s handiwork in math!
Revealing Arithmetic will help you: Teach math from a biblical worldview.
Worship the Lord in math. Help your child really understand concepts. Train your
child to think mathematically. Transform everyday activities and objects into math
lessons. Teach your child to use math as a real-life tool. Explore historical
methods and symbols. This book is designed for homeschool parents needing a
simple math guide to use alongside their curriculum and help them teach
arithmetic to elementary students, older students needing a review of math
basics before moving on to advanced mathematics, or Christian school or co-op
teachers (or future teachers) wanting ideas on how to modify the curriculum to
better reveal the truth of a Creator God.
Power-packed thorough resource for home schooling the easy, time-saving, lowPage 1/3
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cost (or even free) way.
Homeschool Algebra 1-2 Packet with test forms 31 test forms for homeschooling, full step by
step solutions to all homeschool tests, answer key to all student text practices, problem sets,
and additional topic practices. Grade Level 8
The author shows readers how to overcome the challenge of implementing NCLB by building
organizational capacity through a knowledge model.
A new edition of a forefront home-schooling reference shares step-by-step recommendations
for providing a child with an academically rigorous, comprehensive education from preschool
through high school, in a guide that incorporates updated resource listings, contact information,
and Internet links. 20,000 first printing.

Betrayed aims to tell the truth of public education - from the perspective of a
parent who has fought the education bureaucracy.
If you believe that a good education is the greatest gift you can give your child,
you’re probably pretty unhappy with what’s being taught in most classrooms
these days. If you think that education should do more than just train kids to take
standardized tests, that it should build their critical thinking skills, enable them to
weigh ethical considerations, instill a passion for learning, and reflect your core
values and beliefs, then you’re probably fed up with the current state of our
schools. If, like many parents, you’re wondering whether homeschooling can be
the solution you’re looking for, then you’ll be happy to know that the answer is
yes–and Home Schooling For Dummies shows you how. This friendly, wellinformed guide is a valuable resource for parents considering homeschooling, as
well as veteran homeschooler interested in fresh homeschooling ideas. It gets
you on track with what you need to know to confidently: De termine whether
homeschooling is right for you and your family Get started in homeschooling
Obtain teaching materials Develop a curriculum that reflects your values and
beliefs Comply with all legal requirements Find healthy social outlets for your kids
Join a homeschooling cooperative From textbooks to computers to state
compliance, expert Jennifer Kaufeld, covers all the bases. She anticipates most
of your questions about homeschooling and answers them with clear, easy-tofollow answers enlivened by real-life accounts by parents around the nation who
have opted to homeschool their children. Topics covered include: Deciding at
what age to begin Determining your kid’s learning style and teaching to it
Teaching special needs children Developing a curriculum that’s right for your
children Finding social outlets for you homeschoolers Complying with state and
federal regulations Teaching at the primary, middle school and high school levels
Preparing for the SATs, ACT and other key standardized tests Networking with
other homeschoolers You shouldn’t have to compromise on your children’s
education. Get Homeschooling For Dummies and find out how to turn your home
into a school and raise smart, well-adjusted kids.
Now even more complete, with updated lists of available resource materials, this
manual is your access guide to home schooling- maximizing our family life while
providing a quality education for your children. If you're considering
homeschooling, this book is a must-read before you decide; and if you've been at
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it for awhile, it's a fresh perspective, with plenty of tactics for renewing your
energy and motivating your kids. With wit and wisdom gleaned from years of
experience, Debra Bell sets forth a compelling vision for the joys of home-based
learnng and the essential tools for success. The CD-ROM contains the complete
text of the book, plus website links and a search engine.
Your one-stop resource for information, insight, and inspiration. More than forty veteran
homeschooling parents help you foster your children's moral and spiritual development, teach
kids in special circumstances, and handle other common problems homeschoolers face.
Two home schooling mothers offer advice on home schooling.
Saxon math programs produce confident students who are not only able to correctly compute,
but also to apply concepts to new situations. These materials gently develop concepts, and the
practice of those concepts is extended over a considerable period of time. This is called
"incremental development and continual review." Material is introduced in easily
understandable pieces (increments), allowing students to grasp one facet of a concept before
the next one is introduced. Both facets are then practiced together until another one is
introduced. This feature is combined with continual review in every lesson throughout the year.
Topics are never dropped but are increased in complexity and practiced every day, providing
the time required for concepts to become totally familiar. Algebra 1, third edition is made up of
five instructional components: Introduction of the New Increment, Examples with Complete
Solutions, Practice of the Increment, Daily Problem Set, and Cumulative Tests. Algebra 1
covers topics typically treated in a first-year algebra course. This set contains a student text,
answer key, and test forms. A solutions manual is available separately. Grade 9.
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